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Recent improvements in the current density of HTS 2G coated conductors (CC) and their
superior mechanical properties have driven it to high field HTS magnets and brightened the
prospects of higher field fusion machines. The availability in long length CC tapes remains
one of the concerns that should be considered in large-scale applications such as magnets and
coils for fusion. For these applications, high performance and reliable CC joints should be
established for the safe and effective operation of the superconducting devices. Having an
acceptable low contact joint resistance without degradation of critical current, Ic and a good
adhesion will be the important characteristics of a joint method. Since various types of CC
joints like lap-, butt- and bridge-structures can be considered in the fusion application,
understanding the characteristics of various CC joints including mechanical controlled
soldering is necessary. As a means to produce long-length high temperature superconducting
wires, a practical joining technique of 2G coated conductor (CC) tapes based on an ultrasonic
welding (UW) was recently developed by ANU [1, 2]. In this study, in order to characterize
the joint properties of the UW CC joints fabricated with various types of joint structures, the
joint resistivity and the electromechanical properties were examined at 77 K, respectively.
The electromechanical testing was performed under both loading conditions of uniaxial
tension and double bending at 77 K and self-field, respectively. The irreversible tension load
limit and the minimum bending diameter against the retained Ic and joint resistance Rj
degradation for various CC joints were determined, respectively.
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